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Abstract 
Many of the proofs of various central imit theorems and laws of the iterated logarithm for 
strictly stationary processes are based on approximating martingales. Here we study on this line 
the functional central limit theorem and law of the iterated logarithm for stationary processes, 
not necessarily possessing a coboundary decomposition, with applications to stationary linear 
processes. 
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1. Introduction 
Let (fL ~ ,  P) be a probability space with an ergodic one-to-one bimeasurable 
measure preserving transformation T, and let {Xk = Xo o T k, -- oo < k < o'c } be 
a (strictly) stationary ergodic sequence with Xo ~L2(p). One possible method to 
obtain ordinary and functional central imit theorems (CLTs) and laws of the iterated 
logarithm (LILs) for {S, = y,7,=lXk, n ~> 1} is to approximate this sequence suffi- 
ciently closely by a martingale. For this, let o~o be a sub-a-field of ~ such that 
~o ~ T -1~o,  and set ~k  = T-k~o for every integer k. Let Hk denote the Hilbert 
subspace of L2(P) of all random variables measurable w.r.t. ~k.  If Yo ~Ho @ H 1, 
then Yk = Yo ° T~ e Hk @ Hk- 1 for every k, and hence E(Yk] ~k-  1) = 0 a.s. Therefore 
{ Yk, ~k, - oo < k < oc } is a square integrable, stationary ergodic martingale differ- 
ence sequence, and thus if az = Eyg > 0, then ordinary and functional CLTs and 
LILs are available for {T. = Y~7,= 1 Yk, n >t 1}. Consequently, if for a given sequence 
{Xk} a martingale difference sequence {Yk} can be found such that U, = S, - T, is 
sufficiently small, then ordinary and functional CLTs and LILs carry over from { T,} 
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to {S,}. For example, if 
lim n-1 EU2 = 0 (1) 
n~oo 
or (1) and (with log2 n = loglog n) 
lira U,/(n log2 n) 1/2 = 0 a.s. (2) 
n~o~ 
hold, then the CLT and LIL hold for S,, respectively. In fact, since ET2, = no "z, we 
2 -~_ ES  2 that obtain for a, 
[a2 _ no2[ <~ 2IE(T.U.)[  + EU 2 <. 2(ETZ.) ~/z (EU2.) ~/2 + EU2. 
= 2nX/2 tr(EU2)I/2 + EU 2 
1 2 so that n- a, ~ a 2, if(l) holds. Hence by the theorem in Billingsley (1961), see also 
Voln~, (1993, Theorem 1), a~- 1 S, converges in distribution to N(0, 1). On the other 
hand, by the theorem in Stout (1970), we have 
lim sup T./(2mr 2 log2 n) 1/2 = 1 
n~oo 
so that 
a.s .  
lim supS./(2trZlog2n) 1/2 = 1 a.s. 
n~ot3  
if (1) and (2) hold. 
A well-known sufficient condition for (1) and (2) to hold is the existence of 
a coboundary decomposition for Xo, that is, the existence of a random variable 
Yo ~Ho @ H-1 with tr 2 > 0 and of a random variable Z0 ELz(P) such that 
Xo= Yo+Zo°T-Zo ,  (3) 
since then 
U,=S, - -T .=ZooT"+I - -ZooT  for all n ~> 1, 
from which (1) and (2) are immediate. This method for constructing the approximating 
martingale difference sequence {Yk} is due to Gordin (1969) and has been further 
developed by several authors (see e.g. Hall and Heyde, 1980; Heyde, 1975; Heyde and 
Scott, 1973; Voln~,, 1993). Among other things it has been shown that (3) implies not 
only (1) and (2), but also functional forms of the CLT and LIL. 
In the present paper, we study the functional CLT and LIL for stationary processes 
{Xk} not necessarily satisfying (3). We only require the existence of some stationary 
and ergodic approximating martingale difference sequence { Yk} and give conditions 
under which U. - -S , -  T, is sufficiently small for the approximation approach to 
work. More precisely, it will be shown in Proposition 2 below that an appropriate 
moment bound on [U.I p for some p > 2 suffices to obtain a functional CLT and LIL 
for {Xk}, whatever the approximating martingale difference sequence {Yk} may be. 
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This result will then be applied to stationary linear processes. It turns out that our 
approach can cover cases which are not covered by the known results based on (3). 
2. CLTs and LILs for stationary processes from approximating martingales via 
moment conditions 
As announced in the introduction, let [Xk, - vo < k < vo } be a (strictly) stationary 
ergodic sequence with Xo ELz(P), and let {Yk, ~k,  -- ~ <k  < oc } be a square 
integrable stationary ergodic mart ingale difference sequence, both defined on (~2, ~,  
P), but without any a priori relationship. Also, as before, set S, = ~,_~ Xk, 
T, = y,~,=l Yk and U, = S, - T,  for every n >~ 1. 
Let g(n) be a positive function satisfying 
l iminfq(An)/g(n) > A for some integer A ~> 2. (4) 
and for each e > 0, there exists p = p(e) < 1 such that 
limsup{,~ o,~<i~,max g( i ) /g (n )}<l+e.  (51 
Let log,. x = log(log,._lx), and for simplicity of notation log,. x = 1 for 0 < x ~< y 
with y being defined by log,. y = 1. Lai and Stout (1980) proved strong limit theorems 
involving the following proposit ion. 
Proposition 1. Let p > O. I f  
E lU ,  lP<,g(n), n>~l, 
then for every 6 > 0 and m = 1, 2, ... , 
(6) 
lira U,/{g(n) (log n) .-. (log,. n)1+6} 1/p = 0 a.s. (7) 
For p > 2, suppose 
g(n) ,,~ C(n log2 n) p/2 {(log n) -.. (log,. n) 1 +6} 1 (8} 
as n --* oc for some 6 > 0, m ~> 1 and positive constant C. Since p > 2, (4) and (5) are 
satisfied. If the moment  condition (6) holds with g(n) in (8), then both the CLT  and 
L IL  hold for S,. In fact, 
EU 2 ~ (El U.IP) 2/~ ~ {g(n)} ~/~, 
and since n 1 {g(n)}2/p __, O, (1) follows. (2) is immediate from (7). Further the func- 
tional CLT  and L IL  also hold (Proposit ion 2). 
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Define sequences of random functions {0,(-)} and {q,(.)} on [0, 1], respectively, by 
0,(0)=0, O,( t )=~l{Sk+(nt - -k )Xk+l} ,  k<~nt~k+l ,  k=0,1  . . . . .  n -1  
(9) 
and 
= (2cr.logz a.) {St + (nt -k)Xk+ t}, q.(0) =0, q.(t) 2 2 -1/2 
k<_nt<<,k+l ,  k=0,1 , . . . ,  n -1 .  (10) 
Let W be a standard Brownian motion on [0, 1]. Let C[0, 1] be the space of all 
real-valued continuous functions on [0, 1] endowed with the sup norm, and let 
K = C [0, 1] be the set of absolutely continuous functions (with respect o Lebesgue 
measure) such that 
=0 and f l  {f'(x)}2 dx ~< 1. f(0) 
Proposition 2. Let p > 2. I f  
E I U, I e <~ C(n log2 n) p/2 {(log n) .-. (log,. n) 1 +~} - 1, 
for all n >>- 1 and some 6 > O, m >~ 1 and C < oo , then {0,} converges weakly in C[0, 1] 
to W. Also, {q,} is relatively compact in C [0, 1] with probability one, and the set of its 
limit points coincides with K. 
Proof. Put L(n) = (log2 n) {(log n) ..- (log,. n) 1 +o}-2/P. Let 
m,= max [Uk[. 
l<~k~n 
Since {Xk - Yk} is stationary, from Theorem 5 in Lai and Stout (1980), generalizing 
Serfling's maximal inequality, there exists a constant C1 such that 
EMP, <~ C1 {nL(n)} p/2, n >~ 1. 
Since L(n) ~ O, by Chebyshev's inequality, 
lim n- 1/2 M, = 0 in probability. 
n~3 
On the other hand, by the Borel-Cantelli emma, 
lira M2J/(2 j log2 2)) 1/2 = 0 a.s. (11) 
j~  
For 2 ) ~< n ~< 2 j+l, 
M,/ (n  log 2 n) 1/2 ~< MzJ*,/(2Jlog2 2J) 1/2. (12) 
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From (11), the r ight-hand side of (12) approaches zero almost surely as j ~ oo, and 
therefore 
lim M, / (n  log2 rt) 1/2 = 0 a.s. 
n~3c 
1 2 Since n (r, ~ 0 "2, the rest of the proof  is the same as that of Theorem 5.5 in Hall and 
Heyde (1980). 
3. Application to stationary linear processes 
We may now consider the application of Proposit ion 2 to stationary linear pro- 
cesses. Under the same situation as in Section 1, let eo eHo G H_ , ,  ek = eo T k 
( - m <k < oo) and ~r 2 = Eeg > 0. Define a stationary ergodic linear process {Xk, 
- c~<k< oc} by 
~ 2 (13) Xk = ~)~'k j ,  ~j < (30. 
j : _  :( j : _  
Then its spectral density is 
, f (2)=(2~)  laz ] j=_~ a Je  i~2,  - rc~<2~<rt .  
Assume further that 0 < l Y,)~ ~ e~t < co. Put 
and 
j= -~c  k=l  
Then { Yk} is a stat ionary ergodic martingale difference sequence. If 
0[j -/- ~_ j  < O0,  
k=l  j=k j=k 
(14) 
then Xo - Yo is a coboundary (see Hall and Heyde, 1980; Heyde, 1975; Voln), 1993). 
Hence condit ion (14) implies the functional CLT  and L IL  for S,. Condit ion (14) covers 
the case where the ~, vary continually in sign. For example, ~1 ,I = ( - 1)" n 1, n >~ 1. If 
the ~, are ultimately all positive, (14) covers the case el ,I ~ Cn-  3/2 (log n)- 1 as n ~ ~ 
for some C>0,  but not the cases ~l , i~Cn -~ for some 1 <) .~<3/2,  and 
el ,,L ~ Cn-  1(log n)- 1 -~ for some e > 0. We shall show a result for the functional CLT  
and L IL  which covers the latter cases. 
Lemma 1. Suppose  that  
[~, l  = O( IL ' ( In l ) l )  (15) 
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for some nonincreasing slowly varying function L(x), with nondecreasing derivative 
L'(x). Then there exist constants K1 and K2 such that 
and 
[c~i] ~< K1L(n), n ~> 1, (16) 
IJl >~n 
IJll~jJ <~K2nL(n), n>~ 1. (17) 
IJl ~<n 
Proof. Since we will only be concerned with large values of x, without loss of 
generality we assume that 
L(x )=Mexp ~-dt  , 0<B<I ,  
where M > 0 is a constant, and e(t) is continuous, ~(t) ~ 0 as t --* oo and e(t) ~< 0 for 
all t~>B (see Seneta, 1976). Put h(x)=-x - l~(x )L (x ) .  Then since 
e(x) = xL'(x)/L(x), 
f~h(t )  dt<~L(x), x>~B. (18) 
Next since e (x )~0as  x-~ oo, there is Xo>~B such that -e(x)<~2/3 for x~>xo. 
For such x, 
3xh(x) = - 3e(x)L(x) <~ 2L(x), 
hence 
xh(x) <~ 2L(x) - 2xh(x) = 2{L(x) + xL'(x)} 
so that 
ffx th(t)dt <~ 2xL(x). (19) 
o 
(16) and (17) then follow from (18) and (19), since I~,1 = O(h(In])) and h(In]) is 
nonincreasing. 
Lemma 2. Suppose that the condition (15) holds. Then there exists a constant K3 such 
that 
max ]f(2) - f (0 ) [  ~< K3L(2o' )  
12l~<2o 
for all 0 < 20 ~< ft. 
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Proof. Let j~ = [12]-1] + 1. We have for 0 < ]2{ ~< ).o, 
j= -c~ j=-o~ 
= i  cosX  + i  sin j i 
\ j= -  3c, j=  ~ j . . . .  
+ ~j sin 23" 
j = :x 
~<2 I~jI - - I~ j J  (1 - cos Zj) 
j 3c, j=  ~" 
j=-  o~, 
~<2 21;~1 ~ IJll=31+3 ~ I~il 
j ! j l~ j~ ]Jl~J 
<~BI(]2Ij~.+ I)L(j)3 (by Lemma 1) 
<~ 6BtL(I)~[ 1)<~ 6B~L().ot), 
where Bt is a constant not depending on .~. Here we used the elementary facts that 
Isinxl <~1, 1 +_cosx~<2, lsinx[ ~<lx[and 1 cosx<~ ]xl. 
For the process {Xk} in (13), define sequences of random functions {0,,} and ~r/,~¢  by 
(9) and (10), respectively. 
Theorem. Suppose that E ieol p < oo for some p > 2. Let L(x) = (log: x) 
{(log x) ... (log,, x) l+a} 2/P for some 6 > 0 and m >~ 1, and suppose that 
I~. l  = O( IL ' ( In l ) l ) .  (20) 
Then {0,} converges weakly in C[0, 1] to W. Also, {t/,} is relatively compact in C[0, 1] 
with probability one, and the set of its limit points coincides with K. 
Proof. Since ET~ = 2rtf(0)n, 
Eu.  ~ = E IS .  - r . )  ~ = ES  2 - 2ES .T .  + ET 2 
<~ [ES2, - 2rtf(0)nl + 2IES,  T .  - 2nf(0)nl. 
From the proof of Theorem 18.2.1 of Ibragimov and Linnik (1971), 
I ES~ - 2nf(O) n l 
<~ 2nn max I f ( )0- f (0) [  + O(nl/2). (21) 
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Next, 
ES.T.= ~ ~ E(XIYj)= E (n-IjI)E(YoXj) 
i=1  j= l  I j l<n  
~___ 0 -2 
j=  oo I J l<n  
) = 2~f(0)n -- 0-2 c~j n ~. ~j + ~. Ijl~j • (22) 
j 00 I j l>~n I j l<n  
Combining (21) and (22), we have 
EU 2 <~ 2nn max ff(2) - f (0 )  f 
i ).l ~< n-,/'~ 
%( ) +20- 2 ~ n ~ Ic~j + ~ rjl I~jl + O(nl/2)- (23) 
j= -oo  Ijp>~n I j l<n  
Since L ' (x )~ -a( log2 x) (x log x) -1 (( logx).--( logs x)l+~} -2/p, where a = 2/i) or 
(2/p)(1 + 6) according as m ~> 2 or m = 1, and L(x TM) ~ 42/PL(x) as x ~ ~,  from (23), 
Lemmas 1 and 2, there exists a constant K4 such that 
EU~ <~ K4 nL(n), n ~> 1. (24) 
We have 
U n = ~ anj C.j, 
j= -  oo 
- "  00 O~ n- j  where a.j = ~?= ~-~i  - Xi=-~ ~ if 1 ~<j ~< n, and a.j = Y,i=,_j~ otherwise. Then 
a.~ = 0-- 2 EU 2. (25) 
j=--~3 
By Burkholder's and Hblder's inequalities, there exists a constant Cp depending only 
on p such that for all integers k ~< h, 
a.j <~ Cp E a,,~ e 
j=k  \ j=k  
: CpE {an.i ](2P-4)/Plan'.l] 4/pC" " 
\ j=k  
= 2 I~jl~ CpE a.j a. l 
L \ j=k  j=k  
( ; <~ Cp ~ a. z Eleot ° 
j= -  c~ 
Hence by the Fatou lemma, (24) and (25), there exists a constant Ks such that 
El U. [P <~ Ks(n log2 n) p/2 {(log n) --. (log~ n) '+~} 1, n/> 1, 
and from Proposition 2 we obtain the desired result. 
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4. Remarks 
(i) If the ~, are ultimately all positive, the condition (20) covers the cases 
~L.l ~ Cn-  ~ f° r  s°me 2 > l ,  and  e l . l  ~ Cn-  ~ ( l °g  n) 1 , fo rsomee>~2/p .  
(ii) The result of the Theorem remains valid even when T is not ergodic. In this case 
2 the c~j and a 2, and hence f(2), and a, can be defined as ~-measurable random 
variables, where .J = {A e ~- [ T - ~ A = A}. The proof is based on the decomposition 
of a nonergodic invariant measure into ergodic components (regular conditional 
probabilities induced by J )  (see Voln2), 1987, 1993; Yokoyama and Voln2~, 1989). 
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